Raman S. Taneja

Software engineer by qualification & Travel expert by passion & today I share this passion with you through "IndianHorizons."

With more than 25 years of experience in Travel, twice winner of National Tourism Award once with his erstwhile co. then with self created IndianHorizons and with family background business in the Travel trade for over 60 years, IndianHorizons needs no introduction for Travel connoisseurs.

India Beckons......

India is a vibrant land of immaculate wisdom; a country where the soul gathers spiritual dimensions of mankind and eternilize aspirations and expressions beyond imagination. This brave land has dominated the world stage throughout history, as the home to a well spring of culture, natural treasures, amazing wildlife and immortal civilizations. From the very beginning, the experience called India has found no parallel anywhere in this world. This land has constantly engrossed and captured the minds of each traveler. The amazing places in India provide a wide array & excite every soul, be it the mighty Himalayas, The Great Ganges plains, sparkling beaches, awe-inspiring monuments like The Taj. India offers a diverse ensemble of overwhelming culture, monuments and traditions that generate impulse of love, joy, happiness, and timelessness. This is the inspiration for IndianHorizons!

All these emotions & moods of India superimpose upon each other to justify India as an unparallel touring mystery. IndianHorizons takes on itself to unfold these mysteries for you.

I look forward to welcoming & presenting you The Indian Treat !

With best wishes,
Raman S Taneja
Managing Director

Our Achievements

The company is the winner of National Tourism Award and is exceptionally proud of its achievement and shows gratitude towards the Team & Adopted Core value.

The other director Mr. P. S Taneja being the stalwart of Tourist Transport industry was awarded The Life Time achievement award for his immensely valuable contribution to the Tourist Transport Services.

IndianHorizons was covered in National Geographic for the novel idea in the Trade by the NG Dutch edition.

Our Team

Our Team : IndianHorizons is fortunate to have the most talented & committed professionals in the field with an average experience of 15 years at senior & middle level.

The personal skills are constantly upgraded through carefully selected training programs.

No wonder our team is proud recipient of praise & compliments for personalized services from all our guests.

Core Values

Few core values that underline collective spirit and code of conduct at IndianHorizons.

- **3 Q Program**: Quality, Quality & Quality.

- **Customer Care** : Our philosophy is simple, listen to our clients, understand their needs, deliver above expectation and consistently strive to improve.

- **Spirit** : Approaching new challenges with creativity, resourcefulness and agility, reacting quickly and effectively to provide innovative solutions.

- **Integrity** : To conduct our business with integrity, building productive and longstanding relationship with our clients by being truthful, transparent and honoring our commitments.

- **Environment** : Being an environmentally responsible company we have taken initiative to reduce the use of natural resources as paper, water, promoting car pooling or metro to the staff in order to reduce our carbon footprint.

- **Social** : Sponsoring the less fortunate needy Children for Education, For Medical requirements providing monitory help in community kitchen.
Our Services

Indian Horizons’ expertise and creativity is not limited to the published itineraries; Our forte is flexibility & adaptability; we excel in custom programs & routes for individual & groups throughout the country.

**Transport:** Over 60 years of family experience in Tourist Transport, we own our Tourist transport vehicles as cars, Deluxe Coaches (9, 18, 27, 35, 42 Seater coaches) the vehicles are either directly owned or by the family.

**Flight and Train Ticket Bookings:** Separate Professional Team under the banner Elite Travels & Tours (India) with its own head to look after the complete needs of flight & train bookings for Indian Horizons.

**Professional Guides:** Specially chosen from our years of experience in the trade & experienced by Guests.

**Accommodation:** Chosen only after Research & Personal Touring & Offered with special pricing to our Guests.

---

**Sectors Covered**

1. Golden Triangle Tour in India
2. Regale Rajasthan
3. Kerala ‘God’s Own Country’
4. Go Goa
5. Amazing South India
6. East India Tours
7. West India Tours
8. Central India Tours
9. Himalayan North India Tours
10. Buddhist Circuits
11. Beaches & Islands in India
12. Wildlife in India
13. Yoga & Ayurveda
14. Golfing in India
15. Air Charter Services
16. Luxury Trains of India
17. Tours Of Neighboring Countries
   - Nepal, Bhutan, Maldives, Sri Lanka
18. Gourmet / Culinary Tourism
19. Spa & Wellness Programs
20. Pilgrimage Programs
IndianHorizons' Special Features

1. Traditional welcome on Arrival
2. Soft drink on arrival at Hotel
3. Complimentary Value Add-ons
4. Cook Indian Dishes with Komal Taneja (Celebrity Chef and TV Anchor)
5. Experience of Henna
6. Group photo in front of The Taj Mahal
7. A special visit to Rural Village
8. Rajasthani Dinner in Jaipur
9. Learn to make puppet
10. Consultation with astrologer
11. Learn the art of dressing in a Sari and Turban
12. A special Tasting experience of Indian Sweets & Lassi
13. An Experience of Rickshaw ride, A Tuk Tuk ride, Tonga Ride
14. Witness Sound & Light Show at one of the Monuments.
15. A special Folk Dance Show
16. An Experience of Yoga
17. An Experience to an Indian Movies or Indian Musical

Why Choose IndianHorizons

- Awarded National Tourism Award by Govt of India for being the Best Inbound Tour Operator.
- Recognized by Department of Tourism, Govt of India
- Member of all leading Travel Trade Bodies like IATA, TAAI, IATO, ADTOI, TAFI, IAAI, OTOAI
- Strong Online & Offline Presence.
- Knowledgeable Staff.
- 24 Hours Customer Support
- Innovative Products Designing
- Personalized Approach in Service
- Expertise and knowhow
- Timely response
- Efficiency in Communication
- Competitive pricing
Fairs & Festivals

India is world over known as a land vibrant celebration; one can see the culture and life of India during the celebrations of various fairs and festivals, celebrated with high spirit in each and every place in India. By and large the flow of festivals continues throughout the year in India. There is a meaningful identity behind each fair and festival, based upon rituals, traditions, legends, monsoon, history, while many express devotion to the deities of different religions. There are religious fairs, historical fairs, long life marriage based festivals, animal worship fairs, cattle fairs, monsoon fairs, changing season fairs, all festivals denote vivacity, color, high spirit, dedications, ebullience, peace, power, appetizing food, sports activities, artistic performance, prayers and rituals. Obviously, when it comes to tourism, fairs and festivals are on priority amongst the tourists to coincide the trip to witness amazing festivals of India. IndianHorizons encourages you to plan your trip during one of these festivals to enable you feel the real spirit of Incredible India! Customised tours can be arranged for you to experience any festival, fair of your liking.

Other Destinations

Sri Lanka: Sri Lanka a tear-shaped island of serendipity, a country of endless beaches, timeless ruins, amazing wildlife, aromatic tea plantations, scrumptious food and rich with temples etc. This magnificent place deserves a visit.

Maldives: Home to beautiful beaches, blissful turquoise-lapped dots in the Indian Ocean. With amazing underwater experiences and unrivalled luxury, Maldives is undoubtedly planet Earth’s best places to enjoy one of the best beach holidays and to take part in adventurous activities.

Nepal: Wedged between snow-dust Mountains of mighty Himalayas and steamy jungles of Indian plains, Nepal is a land of Buddhist monasteries, beautiful Hindu temples, snow-capped mountains, and brave Sherpas that stand proud as world’s top trekking and mountaineering destinations.

Bhutan: "The Land of Thunder Dragon" is an extraordinary country to visit. It is a Himalayan Kingdom replete with myths and traditions, dotted with wooden houses and decked with Buddhist monasteries. It is a country where best of traditional culture thrives with latest modern developments that is enthusiastically embraced.

What Guests Speak of Us?

Iqbal Fazil and Family (South Africa), Destination Covered: Kashmir Tour, Date-03.01.2014 to 16.01.2014

Dear IndianHorizons Team,

Thank you once again for making our trip to India a memorable one.

I want to applaud you on your ability to put everything together at a short notice and appreciate the effort that you made to ensure that everything went smoothly. You certainly made this the most memorable trip for our family and we are very appreciative of this.

Having made use of your services in the past, it is the sheer pleasure of having to deal with you and your professionalism that will make IndianHorizons our first choice always.

Thank you and best wishes Iqbal Fazil and Family

Ms. Bonnie Lynn, Country USA, Travel North India with Mumbai, Date - 02-12-2013 to 16-12-2013

Review: I am pleased to add my support and say that we appreciate the impeccable assistance and services we had received from IndianHorizons. I would certainly recommend their prompt and efficient service to anyone.

FT Group Yacova, Travel - Golden Triangle with Pushkar, Date - 05-12-2013 to 15-12-2013

Review: It is always a pleasure to book through IndianHorizons.

Ms. Alisha, Country Canada, Travel North India with Mumbai, Date-17-12-2013 to 30-12-2013

Review: A huge thank you for all your help. I really appreciate your quick responses and prompt service.

Ms. Fiona (Australian), Destination Covered: Lucknow, Varanasi, Pachmar, Jaipur, Agra, Delhi, Udaipur, Mumbai, Date-28.05.2013 to 14.06.2013

Review: Over all we were very happy with our tour. Everything was well organized and there were no problems. IndianHorizons is to be commended on the efficient way you organized our trip. We will recommended your company to all of our friends who wish to visit India.

Ms. Marzena (Europe), Destination Covered: Nagarkot, Varanasi, Jaipur, Agra, Kathmandu, Delhi, Khajuraho, Date-17.05.2013 to 20.05.2013

The trip was really unforgettable due to the staff of your office. The day & night efforts, sights seeing, arrangement of tour plans, guide service was just fabulous and looking forward for another trip with you people.

Mr. Mark (Canada), Destination Covered: Golden Triangle with Ranthambore, Date-30.03.2013 to 05.04.2013

We would like to thank you for taking good care of us during our stay in India. A big thank you to all the quick's, they were a big source of information for us. A special thanks goes to happy our driver who made our trip much more comfortable. Always on time with his usual polite smile, he is definitely another asset in your company again, thanks to all "IndianHorizons" team.

Mrs. Erika (USA), Destination Covered: Rajasthan, Date-28.12.12 to 12.01.13

Rajasthan is royal and regal. Indian horizons provided us fabulous services which are really commendable. The driver and Escort both were professional and they escorted us through out our trip. They were not only good professional but also they felt each pulse of ours like hotel booking to sightseeing. I would like to congratulate IndianHorizons learnt for a successful year ahead.